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After five years working in Southern Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe, and South Africa, I decided to
return to London overland from Johannesburg, 9000 miles. Early in 1960 I hitchhiked with a
Jewish friend to Nairobi, East Africa. From there I continued alone. David wanted to avoid the
Moslem lands.From Uganda the Nile carried me to the Sudan, where primitive Nilotic people
greeted me. In Egypt I explored the temples of Ramses II carved out of a cliff at Abu Simbel.
Later these were relocated avoiding flooding.I hitched through Greece and communist
Yugoslavia, eventually returning to my London family, March 1960.



To My FamilyDedicated additionally to Vernon Scannell, a famous, deceased British poet,
who taught me English Language and Literature at my school. He encouraged in me an
enquiring mind
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INTRODUCTION (VOL. 3)This book (Volume3) and the other two books in my trilogy are my
impressions of places and people in Africa. These are on the theme of five years of escape and
serendipity in Africa in the 1950s. This was before the old order of Empire had been seriously
changed.I was a young British immigrant working for three major southern African employers
and studying at a South African university. The climax and conclusion of this experience was an
overland journey from Johannesburg to London across Africa and Europe in 1960 (Vol. 3),
hitchhiking where possible.I was inspired to make my African adventures by studying maps and
public library books in Britain. I made my own armchair journeys into distant lands. In these
fascinating regions Africa occupied a special place. This was because of the seemingly
undisturbed uniqueness of its life: human, animal and vegetable.After completing the narrative of
my adventures on the overland African and Europe expedition in this book (Volume 3), I follow
with an account of my hitchhike to Nyasaland (now Malawi) and Northern Rhodesia (now
Zambia). The Nyasaland and N. Rhodesia Trek was undertaken in an entitled holiday from my
Johannesburg dynamite factory employment. As this three week break included walking among
Africa’s most dangerous wild animals it ranks among my most exciting African experiences.
Since it involves trekking through an area beyond Southern Rhodesia and South Africa, where
my adventures are described in Volume 1 and 2 respectively, it is related to my trans-Africa trek.
It therefore qualifies to be included in this book about my African overland journey.My Nyasaland
and Northern Rhodesia explorations are placed at the back of this book so as not to distract
from the main account of my crossing of Africa and Europe. This is in spite of the fact that the
former mentioned expedition occurred a few months before my Trans-Africa and Europe journey.
However, this book is mainly about my eight thousand mile, three month, overland expedition,
across Africa and Europe to London.I started hitchhiking early in 1960 with David, my Jewish
friend. As Dave was unfit for high altitude, I climbed deserted Kilimanjaro alone, except for a
black guide and two porters. It took five days to climb and descend, involving sleeping in



huts.Dave and I trekked into the giant Ngorongoro Crater where lions and Masai warriors
challenged us.In Nairobi, Kenya, Dave refused to accompany me further north towards the
Moslem lands. This was because of the danger of a possible assault on a Jew! He got a vessel
from the Kenyan coast to Europe with tough French Foreign Legion soldiers.Not deterred I
continued my trans-Africa trek alone. A Kikuyu tribesman, a recent participant in the savage Mau
Mau insurrection, drove me through Kenya! This was followed by a Sikh driving me to his home
in Uganda, to find it burgled!I traversed the Arab governed Sudan on the back of a lorry and a
Nile paddle steamer, during a civil war.The military uniformed Egyptian warden of Alexandria
Youth Hostel, an Arab, tried to seize my passport for dating an Egyptian Moslem girl!I was
entertained on exiled King Farouk’s yacht by an Egyptian officer who described the King’s erotic
antics!At Alexandria’s quayside I took my leave of Africa on a Greek liner as a deck passenger,
one who sleeps on the open deck. The liner was bound for Greece across the Mediterranean
Sea.From Athens I hitchhiked across Europe. This was via communist Yugoslavia where I was
questioned by police for loitering on a Belgrade street!Italians repeatedly hurled what I believed
to be insults through their car windows when I tried to thumb lifts from Venice onwards. These
utterances were punctuated by the word “Mussolini” as the car drivers sped past me.Temporarily
giving up on hitch-hiking I got the train to Dijon in France.From Dijon I hitchhiked to Paris with
two beautiful, French girls.Crossing the Channel by ferry, long before the Channel tunnel was
built, I returned to my London family.Shortly after arriving home I failed the British National
Service medical. I therefore managed to avoid military service in Britain, as I had done earlier in
Southern Rhodesia.Subsequent to my African adventures I graduated at London University. My
career since then has not contradicted my opinion on my work in Africa, that a non graduate can
have a rich work experience.On visits thirty five years later and subsequently, I found an Africa
much more degraded than at the time of my explorations in the 1950s.

AN APOLOGY TOTHE MODERN READERMy account of my experiences on my Trans-Africa
and Europe expedition is as I found at the time. It is related in the mindset that I had in those
days. I like to think it is an honest account and not over-ridden by political correctness that
overwhelmed the world later.My attitude to the blacks and my white and black companions was
tinged with the prevailing views of white Southern Africa society I had just left. So the terms I use
to describe people are characteristic of that period. It would be dishonest to superimpose the
attitudes of society today on this account. This would detract from the atmosphere of those
times.Much of the Africa I traversed was in the British Commonwealth, close to being changed
completely by black majority rule on becoming independent.The British Commonwealth in Africa
and the adjoining Arab countries, together with the countries I crossed in Europe, were largely
conservative, preserving the social niceties of the past. They were significantly more
conservative than Britain at the time, which was becoming brasher after the 2nd world war. But
Africa was developing fast, not only materially but socially as more whites entered Africa and
indigenous people adopted Western ways. However, at the same time as the number of whites



were entering Africa there were a number that were leaving, aware that there was “trouble
ahead”.If the reader finds my views old fashioned, and I hope not offensive, especially those of a
racial and sexual nature, it reflects the times in which I found myself.
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Uganda. Feb 1960.Image 47Bantu village. Southern Sudan, Feb 1960.Image 48Nilotic people.
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N.Rhodesia, 1959.Image 80The River Luangwa. Author in centre.Image 81The author
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Falls, Rhodesias. July 1959Image 82The combined railway and road bridge at the Victoria
Falls.Image 83Dave my Trans-Africa Trek mate, left, and author reunited in London, 1960.

TRANS-AFRICA AND EUROPETREK, 1960 BEGINSIntroductionI met Dave at the Youth Hostel
Club in central Johannesburg in 1959. He was a hefty, swarthy Jew who like me was from
London, England. Dave had worked in the rag trade (tailoring) for a number of years in
Johannesburg. On our excursions into the rugged Transvaal east of Joburg, with the youth hostel
club, we laid plans to return to London overland across Africa and Europe. We would hitchhike
where we could.Before Dave and I left Johannesburg on our great trek across Africa I took a
statutory holiday from my laboratory work in an explosive factory. I hitchhiked during the three
week vacation across Nyasaland (now Malawi) and Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia). Accounts
of this adventurous holiday and my overland trek are recorded in this Volume 3. It is described
here rather than in Volume 2, which is an account of my experiences in South Africa. This is
because I consider it an extension of my explorations of Africa during my trans-Africa trek.I had



worked in the Joburg dynamite factory for one year after leaving the University of Cape Town,
South Africa. I undertook a one year course at UCT in science and geography. Prior to university
I had worked for two years in the hot Lowveld of Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) at an
agricultural research station. This was after dabbling in soils for six months in a laboratory in
Salisbury, the capital of Rhodesia.At nineteen I left my laboratory technician job in London on
obtaining the government laboratory post in Rhodesia. I voyaged to South Africa in a luxury liner
and then overland on a three day railway journey to Rhodesia. Accounts of my earlier adventures
in Southern Rhodesia and South Africa associated with my career outlined above are in
Volumes 1 and 2 respectively.The year I chose to hitchhike across Africa and Europe from
Johannesburg to London heralded great changes in colonial Africa. The British Prime Minister,
Harold Macmillan, gave a speech to the Afrikaner dominated Parliament in Cape Town, South
Africa, in 1960. This happened while I was crossing Africa. He caught the mood of anti
colonialism when he spoke. Here I paraphrase his key sentence.The British Prime Minister said,
“The wind of change is sweeping the African continent.”The Afrikaners had no sympathy with
that sentiment. It was more than three decades later before South Africa was to allow majority
rule for the blacks. This was long after a host of colonies in Africa: British, French and
Portuguese had become independent. The native people had begun governing themselves.

The book by Peter Hardy has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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